


Neworld Theatre's 2022-2023 Season Note by Interim Artistic Director, Christine Quintana: 
When I was growing up, our backyard was glorious. Dahlias and hostas, ferns and tomatoes, shaded by what they call
‘volunteer trees’, which sprouted, unsupervised, in odd corners of the garden. An abundance of lush, verdant life right
outside my bedroom window.
 
My favorite part of planting season was the trip to the garden store. Armed with pencil sketches of the floral glories to
come, we would fill our shopping carts with seedlings nestled in plastic containers. We’d unload our Volvo station wagon,
leaving the trunk smelling of earth and big plans.
 
As soon as the seasons began to turn, I dreamed of riding the shopping cart through the aisles of the garden store
greenhouse - but there was work to be done first. After a long wet winter, the beds needed some love. We would clear out
the husks of last year’s plants, now skeletal or mushy. Turn the earth over, sometimes digging so deep as to uncover clay-
packed fossils from nearby Trout Lake – a reminder of what was there before us. Shovel loads of stinky manure into our
tarp-lined backseat to fertilize the soil, replacing the rain-leached nutrients. Re-trim the edges of the garden beds, biting
through the encroaching sod with a sharp spade. Hard work, messy, meticulous, before the satisfaction of filling the empty
spaces.
 
We can’t expect our creative grounds to bloom without the necessary work of preparing the earth. That is the focus of our
next theatre season. Before we can launch into the mammoth work of responding to the turbulent times we’re in, we
need to take stock. Weed our creative practices of things harmful or no longer useful; fertilize our community with
learning and cultivation; make plans for our big dreams to blossom. There is much to be done.
 
This season we’ll be feeding our creative communities and practices; through the Training Critical Futures Program;
through our work fulfilling the Black Pledge; through the LEAD program, and through a hosted mentorship between
puppeteers Shizuka Kai and Ana Lorena Pérez. We’ll continue weeding our practices as we embark on year two of the
Balancing Act project and articulating our Framework of Care, fostering a healthy and supportive workplace. And we’ll
start dreaming of our garden to come, as we continue development of our commissions: Tumulx by Quelemia Sparrow
and Fat Joke by Cheyenne Roleau. We will even see a few first blooms - Division Infinity Saves The World by Matt Clarke,
Shizuka Kai, and Keely O’Brien, which will premiere at the Vancouver Children’s Festival in 2023, and Earth Case Scenario,
our one-night-only evening of climate art and action. While there might not always be much to see above ground just yet,
there is so much still to come when the sun starts to shine.
 
When I remember the smell of wet earth, the feeling of boredom as I stood watering empty beds, I remember my
impatience. How much I wanted flowers now. With time, that impatience has given way to a greater understanding of
how we need to respect the earth we cultivate if we expect a return. How the extractive attitudes towards these unceded
Indigenous lands we live on have led us to dark places – and how a greater understanding of reciprocity, in relationship to
plants and humans alike, will be the light that leads us out.

We are grateful to do our work on the unceded territories of the Musqueam, Squamish, and Tsleil-Waututh Nations, and
are ready to fulfill our responsibilities to the people and to the land. This season, we have our shovels out, gardening gloves
on, manure in the backseat. Hand to earth, hand to heart, ready to make something good on the beautiful promise of this
theatre community, and the beautiful lands beneath our feet.





Raes Calvert, Christine Quintana, Alen Dominguez, and Angelica Schwartz

 

Earth Case Scenario is Neworld Theatre’s offering to our
community in the midst of the climate emergency. Featuring
original climate-themed performance pieces created by
Neworld’s staff and special guests, speakers from local
climate organizations, and a fun and festive atmosphere,
Earth Case Scenario aims to offer a space for action and hope
amidst the grief and anxiety of our current moment. Oh, and
our AGM will be in there too. Don’t worry, it’ll be quick. We’re
well aware of the worst case scenarios facing us – but what
about the Earth?

November 17, 2022 at 1422 William St, Progress Lab





A top secret team of elementary school students is tasked with finding a solution to a global pandemic! Based on stories, art, and
puppets created by real Grade 4 students reflecting on their pandemic experiences.

 
The World Premiere of Division Infinity Saves The World! will happen at the Vancouver International Children's Festival in June 2023.

Shizuka Kai





 
“As a fat person, I never thought of myself as “sexy.” Society never allowed me to. It just wasn’t in
my cards. So I got funny.” – Cheyenne Rouleau

A mixture of stand up, storytelling, and fact-blasting, Fat Joke is a one person show which
dissects the past, present, and future of fatphobia from both personal experience and
researched data.

THINK: Nanette by Hannah Gadsby meets Inside by Bo Burnham

Fatphobia is a highly underrepresented, un-talked about subject today. Sure, we all know it’s
not nice to make fun of a person for their weight, but have you ever thought about why? And
have you ever thought about how the reasons you are listing in your brain right now as are
probably problematic, demeaning, and based in untruths? 

Fat Joke by its nature is a very confronting show. Its content ranges from media
misrepresentation to diet culture, from mental health to eating disorders, from medical bias to
white supremacy, ableism, and income-disparity. It’s basically a bunch of stuff people don’t feel
comfortable talking about, all weaved into a comedy show. It loops in the perspectives of many
different people and gathers many unseen perspectives, truths, and narratives and delivers
them in a unique and exciting way. It is as educational as it is fun.

Fat Joke is currently in it’s first stage of development working toward a premiere in early 2024. 

Playwright: Cheyenne Rouleau
Dramaturge: Jiv Parasram
Created with support from the PuSh International Performing Arts Festival

Cheyenne Rouleau





 
Tumulx by Quelemia Sparrow is a new piece of
Indigenous Futurism that envisions a future where Earth,
tired, hot and desperate for salvation, begins to reach out
to those she can trust, those with ancient bonds and
lineages she believes to be dependable. They work
together in a rebellion made of human and natural
strategies to save the planet. It tells the story of a world
where Indigenous nations globally once again become
truly sovereign stewards of the land and this courageous
leadership saves the planet.





 
Now in its fifth year, the LEAD Ensemble is a creative generator for
artists innovating their practice and creating new works. During six-
week semesters, LEAD employs a roster of 26 neurodiverse and
neurotypical artists who meet for weekly sessions. Building on
principals from disability arts and social justice movements, the
LEAD Ensemble opens a creative space where working across
perceptions of cognitive ability and difference can generate exciting
and provocative performance art. The artists are matched to a
cohort that shares their artistic desires – to explore (for open-ended
practice-building and skills development) or create (to generate a
cumulative performance piece).

LEAD participants have appeared in mainstage international
festivals (The Democratic Set) and created short works for the stage
(I like it close, I like it where it’s all grainy), and have a consistent
focus on ensemble work, integration of movement and sound into
creation, and adaptation as a powerful access point for the artist’s
re-visioning of their worlds. Sharing the value of access as a priority,
and embracing the ethos that everyone is great at some things and
not-so-great at others, LEAD is a hub for theatre creators interested
in exploding traditional forms to discover what lies beyond.

Facilitated by Evelyn Chew and Nathan Kay
Callan Parker, Evelyn Chew, and Aaron Waddingham





Overview of the current media climate in Canada
History of Criticism in Canada
Introduction to the Canadian Theatre ecology and the systems of theatre production
Overview of the roles in theatre (dramaturge, director, designers etc.)
Writing reviews, previews, editorials, and features
Criticism practices across performing art forms (theatre, dance, circus, etc.)
Print vs. Digital tools
Different cultural frameworks for interpreting art
Ethical artistic practices
Building a future career in journalism

Critical Futures will offer paid journalistic writing training and exposure to a cohort of 4
BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, People of Colour) who are interested in art criticism. The program
will run from October 2022 - June 2023 and be a combination of classroom learning and
opportunities to review a number of performances over a condensed period of time with
mentorship throughout. The aspiring critics will hone their professional voice and skills in
areas such as:

Mentors include Carmen Aguirre (ECT), Stephen Drover (Arts Club), Lindsay Lachance
(National Arts Centre), Amy Lee (LA Times), Jiv Parasram (Rumble Theatre), and Janet Smith
(STIR). 

Facilitated by Angelica Schwartz and Shanae Sodhi

This is a pilot program that is in partnership with Arts Club, Electric Company Theatre,
GVPTA, Rumble Theatre,  STIR and Vancouver Opera. Funding is generously provided by
Canada Council for the Arts.

Angie Rico Vivian Li
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